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INTERVIEW

LAVERA

Lavera welcomed us into her atelier,
on the top floor of her house, full of light, among
paintings of a very personal and nurtured palette.
During our lighthearted conversation, accompanied
by homemade cake, a couple of concepts popped up,
which were taken up from different angles with the
insistence of a fierce commitment: individuality and
generosity. Only those who have found and secured their own voice can engage in true dialogue and
Lavera affirms without hesitation that the generous
offer of that self is synonymous with real art. Lavera
shares with BMW that intimate place.

BMW: There is always a backstory, something prior to creative work. There
is some restlessness in the artist, an impulse that takes them from that backstory to the painting, something that puts them in motion. Could you describe
your process in this regard?

It is the wish for a world without prejudice, a creative world,
not destructive. I’m a believer. I believe in giving and receiving, in
contributing something on the basis of the real giving. That energy fills
the spirit. There is a productive intention behind everything that I do, a
kind of enthusiasm. Receiving and giving nourishment enriches us. Bad
thoughts can only lead you to a dark place. If you have a nice vibe, you
get a good vibe. You create it yourself. It is a two-way street.
BMW: Do you believe in God?

There is a supreme being, yes. Every religion leads to the same place.
Man shapes it in different forms, that’s all. But the foundations are the same.
To create is an act of faith, faith in you, primarily. You can’t think you are
wrong. Faith is enthusiasm or enthusiasm is faith. Art is sad, it’s melancholic,
it is about coming back to something that could have been and is not. Art
is time. It’s not just about painting; it implies a broader approach on life. It’s
about stopping for a moment and seeing other possibilities, seeing beauty. A
pause. God is there. Short-term and selfish thinking pulls us apart from that
place. Helping and true giving bring us closer to something more authentic,
universal, no matter what religion or personal belief you have. True Peace
is there. The powerful of this world, those who pull the strings, political
leaders, businessmen and corporations who don’t keep their promises and
get rich by subjugating people and impoverishing them, should remember
that after the game, the king and the pawn go into the same box. In that
final hour, their abuses do not count. It is the creative enthusiasm, not the
destructive one, which brings you closer to Peace.
BMW: Those who approach your paintings experience a contradiction between an optimistic euphoria and a hopeless scream. Are you aware of the two
voices that speak through you?

I am aware of my extreme concern. There’s a part of me that is
discouraged, apocalyptic, and perceives the destruction of the planet in
despair — the environmental situation, food, ill treatment of all kind, the
blatant disregard and disrespect for everyone and everything.
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Art is
a force t
hat resists
passivity
and acts.
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This great melancholy is a response to
injustices suffered by those who have less.
I see a lot of sadness and exhaustion. But
enthusiasm remains high. It is the engine
generator. Art goes beyond optimism or
pessimism. It’s a force that resists passivity
and acts. It is action, regardless of the answer
it might lead to. Passionate action. They can
say a few things about me, but they can’t say
I am not passionate.

Hexagrama 33: 3,50 X 2,00 M - Oil on canvas.

BMW: Do you think your aesthetic actions can
effectively modify all that which concerns you?

Definitely. Worldviews can be changed
through art. If I didn’t believe that I wouldn’t
paint. You can become aware, at all levels of
course. You can awaken to a new conscience
and there’s the transformation artistic activity
performs. It is possible and that possibility
is through art. It’s a realizing. I’m motivated
by the wish to raise social and environmental
awareness among people. Invite people
out of tiredness, out of the unproductive
annoyance when we don’t like something.
I could say that my art is a wake-up call, a
provocation with urban essence.

BMW: How would you describe the technique decisions and gestures that
make you different and define your artistic approach?

I use a lot of paint, plenty of material. I think that it is a metaphor
of the generosity I was speaking about earlier, a selfless gesture. Wild
brush strokes, sweet, feminine violence. Identity has much to do with
the choice of colors and contrasts and with the choice of material as
well. I have chosen oil. It is not easy, it’s work, but good things aren’t
easy. I try to do more and doing more brings out something positive
in you.
That energy makes you feel better and get things flowing in the
right direction. Combination of colors is also representative, personal.
Which ones I choose and how I put them on the canvas. That color
dialogue on the canvas speaks of me. I use unprejudiced brush stroke
and paint splatters. These last are very physical. You throw yourself onto
the canvas. It speaks of a total commitment. Without that commitment
the work is empty. You haven’t given a thing.

BMW: After that first impulse, after the enthusiasm, after that active force that is a form of
faith, what happens, when the force has turned
into a work of art? What are your expectations?

Freedom doesn’t expect approval or
acceptance. I bet on freedom not only as an
artist, but as a person. That is my premise.
When I paint I play. It is not good or wrong.
Playing is not to be judged or verified, you
just play. And this free play doesn’t agree
with commercial requirements. My bet is not
there. When you are having fun, it is good. If
I’m having fun, then I know I am on the right
track. It is a lonely game, far from obligations
and expectations.

BMW: What’s the hardest part?
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The hardest part is being free, not technically skilled. In art
something happens when you say something, when you follow your
artistic identity, when you follow your heart regardless of what other
people think, regardless of those who feel entitled to judge your work.
Then you are really free, and that’s the real thing, when you make a
commitment with yourself. Loyalty is key. The best artist is not that
who knows how to paint, but that who does it consistently with himself
or herself. Remaining loyal to your project is the great challenge.
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